
Red Lights For Firefighters LLC 
Why advertise on Red Lights For Firefighters LLC? 

We are a direct link between the first responders and the community at large. 

We support the first responders across Jefferson County, New York, Northern New York, New York State, the United States, and across 

the world. 

Our site helps educate the public about what the first responders are about and what they do. 

We promote fire education, fire safety, fire prevention, weather safety and preparedness, disaster preparedness, and the aftermath, 

among other things, (see attached) 

We have one of the most comprehensive first responder websites anywhere. 

We have information on how to cope with disasters and recognize signs of disaster-related stresses in adults, children, and animals. 

We are a “one-stop shop” to find how to properly dispose of hazardous items, chemicals, and things that people may not know or even 

realize needs to be disposed of in a specific way. 

We bring information on a wide variety of safety solutions and help in understanding those solutions as well. We hope to be the link 

between the first responders and the community, and maybe the government as well. We want to bring even more attention to what 

the first responders all do. We will bring information that both first responders and the community may not know about or did not know 

there were even more places to find information. We want to bring the communities closer to the first responders. We want to take into 

the first responder’s lives, not only what they do while on the job, but also what life is like outside of the job. We want to get the 

community to come out and support our first responders everywhere, not just in the city of Watertown, N.Y., but Jefferson County, 

N.Y., New York State, The United States, and the world as a whole. 

We can offer multiple packages for whatever you are looking for, we have multiple pages to advertise on, not just 1, and our pricing is 

extremely competitive. All our ad sizes are the current industry standard based upon the newer Interactive Advertising Bureau/IAB 

standards. We offer an upfront advertising rate card so you know what the prices are and how much you would be spending. We can 

also accommodate other custom ads for a different rate. 

No matter where you have advertised before, our page has the ability to increase the number of people who see your ads. If you are 

just a startup business or have not had the ability to advertise anywhere, we can offer you packages that are affordable to help you 

enter the world of advertising for your business, website, or Facebook page, and increase your customer base. 

We hope to hear from you soon and thank you in advance for supporting our first responders. 


